
Heaven is Inside of Us

There are many spiritual realities that have been allegorised by theology to allow them to be understood
by non-spiritual people. Since we are spiritual people, growing in our knowledge of genuine life in the
Kingdom, it’s time to find out from Father what’s real and what’s not. We can’t mature as sons if we’re
stuck in theology, because theology is only people’s understanding of the Trinity and the spirit realm.

A couple of the spiritual realities which have been allegorised but now understood by us are: 

• Jesus living inside of us (which we know as the Internal Kingdom); 

• Jesus sitting on the throne of our heart (which we know is him being King over our kingship); & 

• Being seated in heavenly places (which we know is our ability to operate out of Heaven because we
are one with him).

Similarly, one spiritual puzzle that many face is where Heaven is located. We’re told it’s “up there” above
the sky, when it’s actually all around us. It’s even inside of us. How can that be? Let Father answer that:

“Where my presence abides, there is heaven. Where I am, glory is found. Living within you at this
moment is the heavenly glory that I have given to my sons and daughters.

Many look away to heaven and fail to embrace the eternal life that dwells within them. Everything that
makes heaven real lives in you, my child.

The help you need starts with me. Come to me and find rest. Come to me, and you’ll have perfect
wisdom.

Very often, I speak to you through others, but I want you to come to me first. I want you to get into the
habit of seeking me before you seek the advice and help of others.

Truly, embrace my existence inside of you and encounter me before you run to anyone else.

When you start with me, your heart is prepared to hear the wisdom and guidance I speak through
others. Trust our relationship above all others. Come to me first.” 1
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1 – Brian Simmons (19-9-2021) “Word for Sunday, September 19”   [distributed e-newsletter]
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